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Keepingyour telescope and eyepieces in tip-top condition
doesn't have to be intirnidating or tirne consuming.

Tff f DELIVERY TRUCK

has justpulled awayleav-

ing you with a big cardboard box containing your brand
new telescope. A few minutes 1ater, the scope is unpacked
and you marvel at the sight of factory-fresh, pristine optics
mirrors, lenses, or a combination ofboth. Enjoy it.
-Chances are your optics will never be this clean again.
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If that thought fil1s you with worry and consternation, don't let it. Consider these basic facts. A little dust
has virtually zero impact on the views your telescope will
deliver. And even if your efforts to clean the optics won't
restore them to factory-fresh condition, with a 1itt1e care
and effort, you can get pretty darn close.

Ttl elean or Not T* e$exn
When you're taking care of telescope optics, it pays to
follow the medical dictum: first, do no harm. A cautious
approach is warranted. A mirror or lens that has dust
on it can always be cleaned, but one that gets scratched
through overzealous attention is damaged for keeps.
Thus, the most important step in the cleaning process
is deciding if it's really time to take action. How will you
knowl If you look at your optics and aren't sure, it's not
yet time. Here's why.

Dust and smudges on your telescope's optics are bad
mainiy because they absorb and scatter light, reducing
contrast and making the resulting images dimmer. How
bad things can get really depends on how much dust
we're talking about. But even if so much crud accumulates on your optics that only 50% of the incoming light
makes it through to the eyepiece, you're only losing t/z
magnitude of brightness. In other words, your 10-inch
reflector will work like a 7-inch. That's not good, but it's
not exactly catastrophic either. And your optics need to be
quite dirty to suffer that much light 1oss. Usually when
things are bad enough that you feel like you need to clean
your telescope's objective, you're in rhe 2O%o or iess lightloss range.

Another important consideration is the material we're
trying to clean. Most glass is pretty hard stuff- just
ask anyone who has ground a telescope mirror. It takes
serious effort with siiicon-carbide abrasive to grind away
a significant amount of glass. Unfortunately, what we're

trying to clean most of the time is a relatively fragile
coating deposited on the surface ofthe glass. This is true
whether we're talking about a reflector's mirror, a refractor's objective, or the corrector plate of a Maksutov or
Schmidt- Cassegrain telescope.
Regardless, cleaning optics is a two-step process. First,
we remove the loose dust and debris, and then we use
some kind of solvent to take care of the more stubborn
material. If you've decided it's time to clean your optics,
let's ro11 up our sleeves and get started.
real1y

For many telescope mirrors, a sinrpie running,water rinse
described in the accornpanying text is all that's needed to keep
them clean. All images are courtesy ofthe author.

Te[*se*p* &rtlrr*rs
Among common telescope designs, the primary mirror in a Newtonian reflector requires the most involved
cleaning job because it's usually not readily accessible.
But there's also a substantial benefit of the Newtonian
design, and that is once yoLl've removed the optics from
the tube assembly, the cleaning task is very easy. In most
cases you'l1 only have to undo a few screws to liberate the

r
-r:ii:il:llri,i,

After rinsing, most af the water wil[ naturally slide offthe mirror's surface when it's stood on edge, but you can remove any remaining
droplets with puffs af air from a rubber dusting bulb.
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For removing stubborn grime after the initial running-water rinse, you can lightly drag purs cotton bails soaked in a highly diluted solu'
tion of dishwashing liquid across the mirror's surface. Tlris slrould be followed by another rinse and drying of the mirror's surface.

primary-mirror cell from the tube, and then a few more
screws to remove the mirror from the cel1. There are too
many variations to give specific instructions here, but
if you take care to note which screws come from where
(using a digital camera to record step-by-step photos is a

There's no point in risking a scratch that can be avoided
with a little preparation. Next, lay a clean, folded towel in a
sink and place the rnirror on it with the reflective surface
facing up. Aim the faucet at the surface of the primary
and run warm (not hot) water over its entire face. If you

big help), you should do fine.
Before you begin the cleaning process, take a moment
to remove any rings or other jeweiry you rnay be wearing.

can direct the stream at the mirror's center, you'1l get a
nice flow radiating outward over the entire mirror. This
will wash away all the loose dirt and dust particles. After
five minutes or so, turn offthe tap. If you live in a location
with especially hard water, it's a good idea to give the mirror a quick, fina1 rinse with distilled water.
Carefully remove the mirror from the sink and place
it on its edge on a new towel to let the water run offthe
mirror's surface. Be very careful not to 1et your mirror
ro11 away or fal1 face-first onto the countertop. I find it
helpful to chase the last few water droplets offthe mirror
by blowing them to the edge of the glass with a rubber
dusting bulb. 1f you don't have one handy, you can also
wick up these dropiets by touching them with the corner
of a paper towel.
Once the rnitor is dry, carefully inspect it. In many
cases this running-water bath is all the washing your
mirror will require and you can call the job done. But if
the surface sti11 looks a little grubby, it's tlme to move on

to stage two.

Although not for everyone, the author's preferred nrethod for
removing stubborn dirt invoives substituting soapy fingertips for
cotton balls, The procesi relies on the ir:credible sensitivity of
human touch to avoid damaging optica! surfaces.
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Begin by stopping up the sink drain and putting the
mirror face up on a folded towe1. Fill the sink with warm
water until the mirror's reflective surface is completely
submerged. Let it soak while you prepare a cieaning
solution by mixing a couple of drops of dishwashing
liquid (lvory and Dawn are the brands most often recommended) with a half cup of warm water. Drop a few cotton
bal1s into this solution. Be sure to use pure cotton bal1s,
not ones made of rayon or other synthetic "cotton." Leav-

ing the mirror submerged, take a soapy cotton ball and
gently drag it across the surface of the mirror, rolling the
cotton as you do.
The idea is to keep fresh cotton continually in contact
wlth the mirror's surface
- you don't want to pick up
a tiny piece of grit and drag it across the mirror. you'Il
use a iot of cotton this way, but if you take your time and
change the cotton frequently, you'1l minimize the risk
ofcreating fine scratches (called sleeks) in the reflective
coating. Once you've made your way over the entire mirror, give it a good rinse (again, finishing with distilled
water ifneeded), then dry andinspect as before. your
mirror should now be nice and clean. While you have all
your supplies handy, you might as well clean the scope's
secondary mirror using the same techniques, but only if

it needs itl

&r**tfu*r ${{xy
The method outlined above is tried and true, and it's the
one most often described ln books and online. But it's not
how I clean my mirrors. I prefer an approach that I find is
quicker, easier, and often produces better resuits. Here's
how I go about it.
First, I do the ful1 S-minute, running-water rinse
described above. Then I adjust the water stream so that
the entire mirror's surface has water flowing over it. For
the next cleaning step I use a much stronger concentration of dish soap
- 1 part soap to 3 parts water. I dip the
fingers of one hand into this cleaning solution, ensuringmy fingertips are completely coated. Then, while the
water continues to run, I very gently place my fingertips
on the center of the mirror and wipe its surface, using a
siow, circular motion, spiraling out toward the edge of the
mirror. The key to this technique is to not exert any pressure
my fingertips should feel as if they're gliding over

-

the surface ofthe giass, floating on the stream offlowing
water. As soon as I feel my fingers starting to stick to
the giass, I recoat them with fresh cleaning solution and
continue where I left off. Once I've done the entire mirror,
I 1et the water continue to flow for another five minutes to
ensure any residual soap is washed away. I dry the mirror
as

I
I

outlined above.

The beauty ofthls approach is that it takes advantage
ofthe superb sensitivity ofyour fingertips
you can
- any
feel the tiniest grit particles and react before
harm is
done. I also find that this technique works better than the
cotton-ball method for getting rld of any buildup of haze
that sometimes forms on a mirror's surface with age. That
said, this approach isn't for everyone. Iftouching your
mirror makes you nervous, stick with the tried and true.

fr*rr**t*r Flat*x ane{ Rs&aet*r {-*ms*s
The good news is that if you own a refractor, Maksutov,
or Schmidt-Cassegrain, your cleaning task is relatively
straightforward because no disassembly is required
only the glass's front surface is exposed to dust and dew,
so it's almost always the only one that needs attention. As
with mirrors, this is a two-step cleaning process. The first
step is to remove all the loose dust with a rubber blower
bulb or a camel's hair brush. Take your time and do a
thorough job.
Next, it's time to use a cleaning solvent. Everyone
seems to have an opinion about which ones are safest and
most effective. I, and many others, use regular Windex
glass cleaner. I find it works well. Al Nagler of Tele Vue
Optics suggests using acetone and lens-cleaning tissues,
but only if there is no chance that the acetone will come
into contact with any plastic parts or paint.
The key to this process is to never apply the solvent
directly to a 1ens. Instead, I lightly dampen a cotton ball

To clean stubborn rfiaterial from a refractor's obiective, after biowing or brushing the loose du$t away, u$e a pure
eotton beli el*rapened
with a cleaning soiution' The resuit {shown on the following page} wiil b* a lens that appears almost as clea* as th* eiay ii

wii$ i!ew.
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cotton ball to wipe the surface one last time.
Sometimes you'll see spots and blemishes that simply
won't go away. Chances are these aren't stains, but rather
places where the coating has been damaged by acid dew or
some other cause. There's nothing you can do about these,
just recognize them for what they are and console yourself
with the knowledge that they don't affect the view.

Eyepieces and

Filters
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you're careful, it's likely that the outermost lenses of your I
Eyepieces and filters should receive the same
as objective lenses, except that they require more
quent attention because they get handled a 1ot. Even

will eventually accumulate a coating of eyelash I
oil. This means that you'11 need to use a cleaning solI
vent once you've blown away or brushed offall the loose
I
dust. The only real difference with cleaning these sma1l I
surfaces is that you'll use Q-Tip cotton swabs rather than I
cotton balls. As above, Windex works we1l, but acetone is
I
an option ifyou're certain there are no plastic or painted I
parts in the eyepiece or fiiter. It's also important to ensure
I
lightly
you don't apply liquids directly to the glass
I
dampen the Q-Tip with the liquid, then gently and slowly I
wipe the lens, using a circular motion.
I
Use as little of the cleaning solution as you can and
I
avoid wiping too quickly. If you don't, little droplets of solI
vent can remain on the glass, and when these evaporate I
they often form smali spots that require additional clean- I
ing. As a final step, fog the lens with your breath, then
I
eyepieces

Cleaning the small lenses in eyepieces is just like cleaning a telescope objective lens, except that cotton swabs rather than cotton
balls are used.

with Windex, then slowly and gently wipe from the center
of the optic outward with a circular motion, continuously
using fresh cotton. I don't need to apply pressure for the
cleaning solution to do its work, but I may need to go over
the glass a couple of times before it's completely c1ean.
Finally, I fog the glass by breathing on it, and I use a fresh
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than necessary because you've become comfbrtable #ith
the process. If you use the methods described her| and
only do so when you rea11y have to, your telescop
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Telescopes and eyepieces will deliver a lifetime of first-rate views
if cleaning is done carefully and only when necessary.
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the factory is your best bet. Al Nagler te1ls me that one of
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Contributing editor Gary Seronik has been build.ing and
cleaning scopesJ-or n+ore than three d.ecad.es. He auihors this
""ntagazine'sTelescope Workshop column ond ron';": LUrttacted. through his website: www.garyseronik.com.uc "
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